I WANT TO CONTINUE INSTRUCTION FROM OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM. WHAT SHOULD I USE?

WEBCAMPUS

Use WebCampus to post class material, information, and announcements. You can also use WebCampus to administer and grade assignments and quizzes, engage students using discussion posts, and utilize its other resources to continue instruction. All courses in WebCampus already have a shell created for you to use and develop to meet your needs.

WHAT TOOL SHOULD I USE IF I WANT TO INCORPORATE VIDEO?

Do you need to present your video/audio content live (not pre-recorded)?

- YES
- NO

Are you using a computer or device with a strong, preferably wired, internet connection?

- YES
- NO

Will all students have access to a device with a strong internet connection at the same time?

- YES
- NO

Do you need two-way communication with all of your students, synchronously, at the same time?

- YES
- NO

Do you have a moderator to help regulate your session and answer questions/help with tech issues?

ZOOM Video Conferencing (integrated with WebCampus)

PANOPTO Lecture Capture (integrated with WebCampus)